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Thank you for buying from Expression Products.  We have put together some general instructions to help you get your item 
installed.  Please note that these instructions are only a guide, if you are in any doubt please contact a local tradesman to 
carry out the installation.

1. Mark where you want to put the top left corner stud of your frame.

2. Drill your rst hold (drill depth should be same as screw supplied).

3. Insert rawl plug (provided) and screw in stud base.

4. To position the top right of the frame place your level over the rst stud once the bubble is in the middle 
of the two black lines put a mark through the small hole in your level. (Note: there are two additional holes 
in the level, the one you use is dependent on whether you are hanging the frame a portrait or landscape).  
In this example we are hanging the frame portrait.  Then drill hole and screw in stud as per step 2 above.

5. To place the bottom left stud let the level hang from the rst stud (make sure the level hangs freely 
without touching the wall) and make a mark through the appropriate hole.  Drill the hole and screw in 
stud as per step 2 above.  For the bottom right stud do the same but with the level placed over the top 
right stud.

6. Rest level on top of studs to check they are level, adjust if necessary.

7. Sandwich photos between back and front of frame (use photo mounting stickers provided) then 
place over studs and screw on the front caps.

8. Congratulations!  You have successfully hung a perfectly level frame.  Enjoy!


